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Driven by the motivation for optimizing 64Cu radiolabeling
efficiency of nanoparticles for in vivo positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, a new strategy has been developed.
This strategy involved a complete redesign of the nanoparticle
system, utilizing macromolecular precursors that were preloaded with labeling sites and programmed for supramolecular assembly into discrete, functional nanoscale objects. A series of shell-crosslinked nanoparticles (SCKs) have been constructed by grafting a copper chelating agent (DOTAlysine)
onto amphiphilic block copolymers PAA-b-PS, self assembling the functionalized block copolymer precursors into micelles, and crosslinking the micellar corona to afford the expected nanoobjects. These pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs showed
impressive results on 64Cu radiolabeling (∼ 400 copper atoms
per spherical nanoparticle).
Among the molecular imaging modalities, PET is widely
used as a powerful diagnostic tool by clinicians and scientists.[1] Compared with other imaging methods, it bears the advantages of high sensitivity (the level of detection approaches
10–11 M of tracer) and isotropism (i.e., ability to detect expression accurately, regardless of tissue depth), which provide reliability for quantitative imaging analyses of in vivo abnormal-
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ities. As the pharmaceutical industry began applying PET
imaging for assisting drug discovery,[2] small animal PET scanners with spatial resolution up to 1 mm were developed and
have been considered to be one of the major achievements
for PET technology during the past two decades.[3] 64Cu is an
attractive radionuclide for PET imaging because of its suitable
half-life (t1/2 = 12.7 h) and positron emission energy
(0.65 MeV), as well as the relatively convenient radiolabeling
via coordination with specially designed ligands (chelators).[4]
The formation of thermodynamically-stable metal complexes
reduces the copper binding with plasma proteins which minimizes its non-specific background activity and its accumulation and resultant toxicity in the liver and kidney.[5] Under the
present instrumental conditions, optimizations and improvements of the specific activity of radiopharmaceuticals are of
special interest to 64Cu-based PET systems for achieving high
quality images even at low doses, especially when the targets
can be readily saturated in vivo.[3e] One practical resolution is
to encapsulate or conjugate the chelating agents with nanocarriers, which have already been utilized by many research
groups[6] including ourselves[7, 8] and have been found to exhibit exciting potential in both high loading capacities and redirection of the bio-distributions of small molecule ligands
(e.g. for tissue targeting) or guests (e.g. for pharmaceutical effect).[9]
Our research has focused upon SCKs[10] as the nanoscale
framework for the attachment of macrocyclic chelators and
labeling by 64Cu radionuclides. SCKs have been established
from the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers to afford micelles with core-shell morphology that are then covalently crosslinked throughout the shell domain. Recently, it
was confirmed that by tuning the nanoparticle properties,
especially the size and rigidity, increased in vivo circulation
times and improved bio-distributions could be reached for
64
Cu-TETA SCK conjugates.[8] Although these preliminary results are promising, several challenges require further investigations. Among them, efficient radiolabeling takes the highest
priority. Previously, the direct conjugation of macrocyclic chelators onto pre-established SCKs afforded limited coupling
and radiolabeling yields, due to steric and electrostatic factors.[8, 11] As part of our ongoing efforts, we now report an alternative strategy to construct chelator-SCK conjugates with
high radiolabeling efficiencies, which is expected to lead to
nanoscale objects that can be administered in small quantities
for ultra-sensitive PET imaging.
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SCKs used in this study were comprised of polystyrene (PS)
and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), a particle composition previously demonstrated to have long blood circulation times[8]
and characteristic low cytotoxicity and low immunogenicity
when
crosslinked
with
2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)-bis(ethylamine).[12] The particle sizes were controlled by the relative
balance of hydrophobic PS block length vs. the hydrophilic
PAA segment.[13] The amphiphilic block copolymer precursors (PAA-b-PS) were acquired via sequential living radical
polymerization of tert-butyl acrylate and styrene, followed by
acidolysis of the tert-butyl ester protecting groups. In all cases,
the block copolymers had well-defined structures and narrow
polydispersities (PDI < 1.20).
As shown in Scheme 1, a lysine derivative of 1,4,7,10-tetraazocyclododecane-N,N′,N″,N′″-tetraacetic acid (DOTA),
DOTAlysine, was grafted onto the amphiphilic PAA-b-PS
block polymer precursors, with a fixed hydrophilic PAA seg-

ment length (DPn = 60) and varied hydrophobic PS segment
lengths (DPn = 30, 60, 140). Conventional amidation chemistry was employed in organic solvent to afford ca. 65 to 75%
isolated yield, for which the coupling yields were > 85%.
After purification by dialysis against water and lyophilization,
the numbers of DOTAlysines per polymer chain were determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy analyses. For PAA60-b-PS30
and PAA60-b-PS60 block copolymers, the grafting numbers
were 2, 4, and 7, for three different samples. Grafting more
DOTAlysines (> 10 DOTAlysines/chain) was also attempted,
but the resulting DOTAlysine-g-copolymers suffered from
poor solubility in organic solvents and generated nanoparticles with broad size distributions. The same problem was
encountered for the PAA60-b-PS140 after coupling 7 DOTAlysines, so only 2 and 4 DOTAlysines/chain were studied.
Each amphiphilic block copolymer was assembled into
micelles in aqueous solution by a standard micellization pro-

Scheme 1. A two-step synthetic route was developed for the preparation of pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs: (1) labelling of three different amphiphilic block
copolymers, PAA60-b-PSp, with three different levels of DOTAlysine; (2) their self-assembly into micelles in water and shell crosslinking to two different
extents. Overall, 8 micelles and 16 SCKs resulted from this scheme (see also Table 1).
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Table 1. Characterization data for pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs and control SCK
samples (lacking DOTA functionalities).
Sample [a]
(Extents of
Crosslinking)
SCK1 (20%)
SCK2 (20%)
SCK3 (20%)
SCK4 (20%)
SCK5 (20%)
SCK6 (20%)
SCK7 (20%)
SCK8 (20%)
SCK9 (50%)
SCK10 (50%)
SCK11 (50%)
SCK12 (50%)
SCK13 (50%)
SCK14 (50%)
SCK15 (50%)
SCK16 (50%)
Control1 (50%)
Control2 (50%)
Control3 (50%)

(Dh)n [b]
[nm]

Dav [c]
[nm]

21 ± 3
21 ± 3
21 ± 6
21 ± 3
47 ± 7
17 ± 2
26 ± 6
25 ± 6
21 ± 3
24 ± 3
13 ± 4
22 ± 4
43 ± 5
17 ± 4
24 ± 5
28 ± 4
18 ± 2
22 ± 1
34 ± 4

11 ± 1
16 ± 2
11 ± 2
12 ± 2 [d]
19 ± 2 [d]
11 ± 2
11 ± 2
19 ± 2
11 ± 1
16 ± 2
12 ± 2
15 ± 2 [d]
18 ± 3 [d]
13 ± 2
11 ± 2
19 ± 2
11 ± 1
17 ± 1
25 ± 1

(DOTAlysinem-g-PAAn)-b-PSp
m

n

p

2
2
2
4
4
4
7
7
2
2
2
4
4
4
7
7
0
0
0

58
58
58
56
56
56
53
53
58
58
58
56
56
56
53
53
60
60
60

30
60
140
30
60
140
30
60
30
60
140
30
60
140
30
60
30
60
140

Nagg [e]

125
240
40
160 [d]
340 [d]
40
125
400
125
240
40
160 [d]
340 [d]
40
125
400
125
240
330

[a] All samples were dispersed in 5.0 mM pH 7.3 PBS (with 5.0 mM
NaCl) buffer solutions. [b] The number-averaged hydrodynamic diameters ((Dh)n) were determined by DLS. Samples were passed through
PVDF filters with 220 nm average pore size before conducting DLS measurements. [c] The TEM average diameter (Dav) values were measured
for the nanoparticle cores. [d] Only spherical nanoparticles were counted.
[e] The aggregation numbers (Nagg) were calculated based upon TEM micrographs.
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cases, the loss of hydrophilicity (i.e., transformation of
carboxylic acid to amide linkage) and the increased steric
repulsion caused by the rigid macrocyclic moiety of DOTAlysine could be partially compensated by the ca. 10% increase
of carboxylic acid residues (from DOTAlysine) over the
length of the PAA60 segments. In contrast, the DOTAlysinefunctionalized amphiphilic block copolymers with the longest
PS chain segment, DOTAlysine2-g-PAA58-b-PS140 underwent
assembly into unusually small micelles to afford SCK3 and
SCK11 that were significantly smaller in size and aggregation
number than was the control assembly from PAA60-b-PS140
(Figure 1k). We are still investigating the reasons for the atypical assembly for these block copolymers.
For pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs with ca. 4 DOTAlysines/chain
(20% crosslinking for SCK4-6 and 50% crosslinking for
SCK12-14), their morphologies became much more complex.
As the DOTAlysine4-g-PAA56-b-PS30 was assembled, in addition to the major spherical morphology (> 80%), small rodlike structures appeared with ca. 60 nm length (Figure 1b).
Such unusual observation became extreme for SCKs prepared
from DOTAlysine4-g-PAA56-b-PS60, in which half of the
nanoobjects were rods with average lengths of ca. 100 nm
(Figure 1e). It is unclear whether the sphere-to-rod morphological transition results from interruptions on the local Coulomb interactions within the nanostructures, a hydrophilicity
change in the shell domain, or a combination of these factors.
Detailed studies to better understand the “driving force” of
this uncommon morphological transition are currently underway. In the case of SCKs from DOTAlysine4-g-PAA56-b-PS140
(SCK6 and SCK14), spheres still remained dominant, but
their particle size distributions were broad (Figure 1h).
Interestingly, as the grafting DOTAlysine number continued to increase, the four SCKs (SCK7, SCK8, SCK16, and
SCK17) from DOTAlysine7-g-PAA53-b-PS30(60) returned to
the more thermodynamically favorable spherical morphology.
It is surprising that, even at this high proportion of modification (i.e., the introduction of ca. 21 additional carboxylic acid
groups per hydrophilic chain segment and the concomitant increased hydrophilic ratio and increased steric effects) along
the polymer backbones, their assembly sizes and shapes remained similar to the control SCKs. Again, the block
copolymer having the longest PS block length and coupling of
ca. 7 DOTAlysines per polymer was unusual, in that it experienced poor solubility and could not be assembled into uniform micelles.
Radiolabeling of these micelles and their corresponding
SCKs with 64Cu were investigated thoroughly. To simplify the
influence of functional group transformation along the
DOTAlysine grafts (carboxylic acids to amides) during the
crosslinking process, which might affect their efficient
chelation with 64Cu, no greater than 10 mol% 64Cu (relative
to the DOTAlysine grafts) were used to ensure full complexation of the copper cations. All the pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs/micelles exhibited high specific activity (Figure 2) compared
with the SCKs prepared by coupling the DOTA onto preestablished nanoparticles (post-DOTA-SCKs, Control4 in
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tocol[14] and crosslinked throughout the shell layer to differing
degrees (20% and 50%, according to the chemical stoichiometry). A series of micelles and SCKs having different dimensions and shell properties (electrostatic character, permeability, and residual carboxylic acid concentrations) was obtained
and characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Table 1 and
Figure 1).
Based upon the TEM image analysis, the number of grafting DOTAlysines greatly influenced the morphologies of the
nanoparticles. All pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs constructed from
the three different amphiphilic block copolymers, each having
2 DOTAlysines/polymer chain (SCK1-3 having undergone
20% crosslinking, and SCK9-11, with 50% crosslinking)
exhibited spherical morphologies with relatively narrow particle size distributions. This similarity could be attributed to the
fact that the small percentage of modification (< 4%) across
the PAA backbone did not generate significant variation over
the entire block copolymer properties, i.e. the balance
between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks remained little affected. When p = 30 or 60, the pre-DOTAlysine2-gPAA58-b-PSp polymers gave uniform assembly (SCK1, SCK2,
SCK9, and SCK10) to afford SCK dimensions that were in
agreement with control SCKs (Figure 1i and 1j), prepared
from PAA60-b-PS30 and PAA60-b-PS60, respectively. In these
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complexes due to steric crowding and
prevention of the DOTAlysine macrocyclic from assuming a configuration
amenable to stable 64Cu coordination.[16]
It is uncertain whether morphological
differences (sphere vs. rod) also play a
role.
Moreover, for SCKs prepared from a
fixed DOTAlysine graft number per
polymer chain (Figure 2), it was found
that: (i) as the extents of crosslinking increased (from 0% to 50%), less DOTAlysines were available for coordinating
with copper; (ii) as the proportion of the
hydrophilic PAA comprising the entire
nanostructure decreased, so did the
number of effective DOTAlysines and
the overall specific activity. The lower
permeability within the shell domains of
the SCKs having higher extents of crosslinking[15] could hinder the diffusion of
64
Cu to approach the DOTAlysine chelators located throughout the sub-surface
and deep-shell areas. For instance, the
number of effective DOTAlysines per
DOTAlysine7-g-PAA53-b-PS30 chain determined by isotopic dilution experiments (see Experimental) was ca. 2.8,
much lower than 7.0, which was determined by 1H NMR analysis. An additional explanation might be that higher
degrees of crosslinking could reduce the
number of intact DOTA units, through
consumption of their carboxylic acids.
The amidation chemistry during crossFigure 1. TEM micrographs of 50% crosslinked SCKs prepared from DOTAlysinem-g-PAAn-b-PSp
linking may consume carboxylic acid resblock copolymer precursors: (a), (b), (c), and (i) are images of SCK9, SCK12, SCK15, and Conidues without selectivity between the
trol1, prepared from PAA60-b-PS30 with 2, 4, 7, and 0 DOTAlysine grafts, respectively; (d), (e), (f),
PAA polymer backbone and the DOTAand (j) are images of SCK10, SCK13, SCK16, and Control2, prepared from PAA60-b-PA60 with 2, 4,
lysine moieties. The resulting local envi7, and 0 DOTAlysine grafts, respectively; (g), (h), and (k) are images of SCK11, SCK14, and Control3, prepared from PAA60-b-PA140 with 2, 4, and 0 DOTAlysine grafts, respectively. Scale bars in
ronmental interruption around DOTA
(i), (j), and (k): 100 nm.
moieties could negatively affect complex
formation. The second trend observed
Figure 2).[11] The specific activities of the pre-DOTAlysinefurther suggests the complexities on the self-assembly behavSCKs increased by 10 to 40 fold. This high radiolabeling on a
ior of DOTAlysine-g-PAA-b-PS block copolymers. The lower
per particle basis creates an opportunity for reliable use with
radiolabeling efficiency on micelles and SCKs established
administration of a minimum amount of polymeric nanofrom the longer hydrophobic PS block (while the
particles for in vivo PET imaging.
DOTAlysine-g-PAA segment was invariable) could be related
The specific activity and the number of effective DOTAlywith their atypical morphological characteristics (vide supra).
sines per SCK did not follow the expected tendency, which
Nevertheless, all micelles and SCKs prepared from DOTAlywould be an increase in labeling with an increase in DOTAlysine-g-PAA-b-PS exhibited high radiolabeling results,
sine grafting density. Rather, it appeared that the proportion
providing a library of nanoparticles with varying characteristic
of DOTAs available for 64Cu chelation reached a “saturation
parameters to be employed for PET imaging when a minipoint” after 4 DOTAlysine grafts per polymer chain. Since
mum amount of imaging agent is needed.
not all grafting DOTAlysines were located on the particle surIt is noteworthy that this grafting strategy affords nanoface, the membrane-like structures within the shell regions of
objects with remarkably improved radiolabeling efficiencies,
SCKs[15] might hinder the formation of 64Cu-DOTAlysine
relative to the post-functionalization of pre-established
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PAA-b-PS Block Copolymer Synthesis: All
block copolymers were synthesized by acidolysis of PtBA-b-PS precursors, which were
prepared by sequential polymerization of
tert-butyl acrylate and styrene via nitroxide
mediated radical polymerization (NMP), with
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) as reported in the
literature [18].
General Procedure for DOTAlysine-gPAA-b-PS Synthesis: Grafting DOTAlysines
onto PAA-b-PS by amidation involved the
following: To a round-bottom flask equipped
with a magnetic stir bar, was added a sample
of PAA-b-PS block copolymer and anhydrous
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). The mixture was stirred for 1 h at room temperature
to ensure that a clear and homogeneous solution was obtained. To this solution, was added
1-[3′-(dimethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide methiodide (EDCI) and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) and the reaction mixture
was stirred for 1 h at room temperature.
Finally, a pre-mixed solution of DOTAlysine·TFA and N,N-diisopropylethylamine
(DIPEA) in anhydrous DMF was added and
the reaction mixture was further stirred for
Figure 2. Radiolabelling results for pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs: (a) SCKs from functionalized PAA60-b20 h at room temperature. The reaction mixPS30; (b) SCKs from functionalized PAA60-b-PS60; (c) SCKs from functionalized PAA60-b-PS140. The
ture was then transferred to pre-soaked dialynumbers of effective DOTAlysines/particle (with ± 5% standard deviation) were obtained from the
sis tubing (MWCO ca. 6000 to 8000 Da) and
numbers of effective DOTAlysines/polymer chain (determined from isotopic dilution experiments,
dialyzed against nano-pure H2O (18.0 MX
see Experimental) and the calculated particle aggregation number (Table 1). Control4 were postcm, pre-treated with Chelex100) for 4 d to reDOTA-SCKs [11].
move the organic solvent and small molecule
by-products. The aqueous solution was then
SCKs,[11] but also introduces complications with the assemlyophilized to afford the product as white solid.
General Procedure for the Micellization of DOTAlysine-gbling process, presenting unusual morphologies in some cases.
PAA-b-PS: To a round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir
More efforts are being devoted to investigate these morphobar, was added DOTAlysine-g-PAA-b-PS, followed by anhydrous
logical variations. Although micelles give the highest radiolaDMF. The mixture was sonicated for 10 min and stirred for 2 h at
beling, their stability concerns, i.e., stable architectures exist
room temperature to ensure that a clear and homogeneous solution
(final conc., ca. 1.0 mg mL–1) had formed. To this solution, was added
only above their critical micelle concentrations, remain chaldropwise via a syringe pump at a rate of 15.0 mL h–1, an equal volume
[17]
lenging for in vivo applications. Considering both the radiof nano-pure H2O (18.0 MX cm) and the mixture was further stirred
olabeling results and the SCK morphological properties, we
for 16 h at room temperature. Finally, the solution was transferred to
conclude, tentatively, that the current optimum sample for in
pre-soaked dialysis tubing (MWCO ca. 6000 to 8000 Da) and dialyzed
against nano-pure H2O (18.0 MX cm, pre-treated with Chelex100) for
vivo PET imaging are SCKs having 20% shell crosslinking
4 d to afford a clear solution of micelles.
and prepared from PAAn-b-PSp containing ca. 2 DOTAlyGeneral Procedure for the Preparation of Pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs:
sine per polymer chain.
To a 250 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar,
In summary, we have developed a new strategy to construct
was added a solution of DOTAlysine-g-PAA-b-PS micelles in nanopure H2O (18.0 MX cm) (50.0 mL, 0.054 mmol of carboxylic acid resishell crosslinked nanoparticles, containing large numbers of
dues). To this solution was added dropwise over 10 min, a solution of
DOTAlysines per particle (> 400) that were accessible for
2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)-bis(ethylamine) (0.9 mg, 0.006 mmol for 20%
64
Cu radiolabeling. These nanoparticles originated from concrosslinking extent; or 2.2 mg, 0.015 mmol for 50% crosslinking exveniently prepared DOTAlysine-g-PAA-b-PS block copolytent) in nano-pure H2O (18.0 MX cm) (2.0 mL). The reaction mixture
was allowed to stir for 2 h at room temperature. To this solution was
mer precursors. The morphology of these pre-DOTAlysineadded, dropwise via a syringe pump over 1 h, a solution of EDCI
SCKs was, however, complicated by the number of DOTAly(4.0 mg, 0.014 mmol for 20% crosslinking extent; or 10.0 mg,
sine grafts per polymer chain. Nonetheless, the 64Cu–com0.034 mmol for 50% crosslinking extent) in nano-pure H2O
plexed pre-DOTAlysine-SCK nanoparticles showed impress(18.0 MX cm) (2.0 mL) and the reaction mixture was further stirred
–1
for 16 h at room temperature. Finally, the reaction mixture was transive specific activities (ca. 400 lCi lg ), which suggest that
ferred to pre-soaked dialysis tubing (MWCO ca. 6000 to 8000 Da)
these nanoparticles might be used to develop highly sensitive
and dialyzed against 5.0 mM PBS (pH 7.3, with 5.0 mM NaCl, prein vivo PET tracers at low administering doses. This “pretreated with Chelex100) for 5 d to remove the small molecule bygrafting” strategy may also be employed to couple other molproducts and afford aqueous solutions of pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs.
64
ecules for targeting interested epitopes and/or for improving
Cu labeling and isotopic dilution experiments of the pre-DOTAlysine-SCKs:
A 100 lL pre-DOTAlysine-SCK solution in 5.0 mM PBS
the in vivo bio-distribution of nanoobjects.
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(pH 7.3, with 5.0 mM NaCl, 0.2–0.3 mg mL–1) was diluted with 100 lL
of 0.1 M ammonium acetate buffer (pH 5.5) and to this solution,
64
Cu(OAc)2 was added (ca. 1.0 mCi). The resulting solution was incubated at 43 °C for 2 h, and then subjected to DTPA challenge. The
labeling yield was determined by radio-TLC on ITLC-SG plates using
methanol/CH3CO2NH4 (aq) as eluent. The number of effective
DOTAlysines/polymer chain was determined by isotopic dilution
experiments. A series of known amounts of “hot plus cold” copper
(Cu2+ solution spiked with 64Cu) were added to several 100 lL SCK
solutions respectively. After a 2 h incubation at 43 °C and DTPA challenge, each solution aliquot was analyzed by radio-ITLC to determine
the number of effective DOTAlysine per polymer chain, as previously
reported [8,19].
Received: August 8, 2007
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